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The highest result of education is tolerance 

 - Helen Keller



Assemblies!World Science Day!

UAE Flag Day!

"The science of asking
questions is the source of all 

 knowledge."
World Science Day was
celebrated by a special

assembly by grade 5 students,
followed by few important

messages :
Our champions exhibited their
learning of concepts through

various experiments that
included models.

Every segment of the assembly
evoked thunderous applause!!

It was indeed a very
knowledgeable day in which

the main motive was to spread
a message about the

importance of Science used in
daily life.  

 

A day celebrated to show the
importance of the flag which has
united the UAE’s seven emirates
together. School leaders and
Management addressed the school
about the importance of Flag Day,
the accession of Sheikh Khalifa, and
the tireless work of Sheikh Zayed
and the founding fathers. 
As the Flag was proudly raised and
saluted by all, the school sang the
national anthem to renew our
commitment to these values.
Students later celebrated Flag Day
by composing essays about the
country, solving a giant UAE flag
puzzle, and played games based
around the colors of the flag. So,
next time you see the UAE flag, take
time to reflect on the values it
represents, how we can implement
those values in our everyday life.
Raise it high! Raise it proud!



Martyrs Day!

World Tolerance Day
A special assembly

conducted by Grade 2
students; to observe

respecting the culture,
beliefs and traditions of

others.  
Students across the
grades learned that

tolerance means
appreciating and

respecting differences in
people. They also

recognized that tolerance
is a key philosophy of life

and governance in the
UAE.

 

30th November marks the
day to pause and think for a
moment about the soldiers
who sacrificed their lives in
line of duty. On this day EIS
expressed its gratitude and

appreciation for the
sacrifices of its Martyrs, and
its support for their families.



Visit - Lulu Supermarket

Tiny tots of EIS went on a field trip to the supermarket to reinforce
experiential and contextual learning. Students were shown different
sections of the super-market (fresh fruits, vegetables, grains, bakery,

canned food and goods)
Being at the store was also a perfect time to teach kids how to read
the labels on foods and to explain what all the different items listed

mean. It was all about math and finance too. This was a chance to
teach rounding and mental math for estimation, how to use
operations addition operation to total up as they shopped.

They are aware of how things are bought, billed, and paid for. This
taught them the feeling of responsibility. On the whole it was a fun

learning experience for each child.
After their return, they were engaged in a very interesting activity to
help them recollect and reflect all that they saw and further shared

the importance of each lane, item they saw at the supermarket.
This educational, interactive experience sure left a lasting impression

in all.

Grades 1AB



Visit - Al Ain PAlace Museum

Educational field trip to Al Ain
Palace Museum sparked the
interest of Grade 2 students  as
well as nurtured their thinking
skills, as they visited the house of
knowledge that made them aware
of the history, civilization, culture,
lifestyle, and architecture of past
UAE.

Students discovered artefacts and
watched artisans make pottery and
were explained how the emirate
heritage, which hosts workshop for
traditional skills such as pottery.
They even let our little ones try
their hands at their trade too.
They saw the village's little spice
shops, which offers a range of
dried herbs, handmade soaps and
plenty of souvenirs to take home
to family and friends. Pupils also
loved the museum at the Heritage
Village that reflects Emirati
traditions with authentic jewellery,
weapons of the early era and
historic tents.

 

Grades 2AB



Karma - 1B Rokaia Mohamed- 1B

Aliza - 2B
Rawan - 2B

Class Activities - 1AB

"The more that you read, the more
things you will know. The more you
learn, the more places you’ll go.”—

Dr. Seuss
 

Our students engaged with a time
of reading guided by Ms. Cristina.

Aleen of 1B actively enjoys her
time grasping the concept of
the many different types of 
 habitats.  

Students engaged with a listening
task to test how efficient they are
in writing down their answers at

the computer lab.

  TELL A TALE ! 
Stories in their own words …

The best communicators are always the ones not
with the best stories, but the ones who know how to

tell a story in a best way that holds and captures
audiences’ attention. 

A volunteering opportunity was given to students to
narrate stories to their below graders. It was a
remarkable experience to our little ones that

boosted their confidence. 
This initiative will continue with other graders too.

 



Karma - 1B Rokaia Mohamed- 1B

Aliza - 2B
Rawan - 2B

Tolerance plays an important role in
promoting social equality at school.

These activities allow time for the
students to communicate and work

together as well as to get to know
each other, respect the diversity

and appreciate the difference.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Students enacting the story,
"Journey to the South Pole" 

 discussed in class during
reading time.

Elham and Jonathan of 2B are
engaged in the construction of 3D
shapes with the use of modelling
clay, straws and toothpicks as part
of their science project.

Class Activities - 2AB

Investigating the
strength of various

magnets using paper
pins.



Amir Eid  - 1B

Maisha Rafiq  - 1B

Sana Ahmed - 2BMihindi - 2A Adrienne- 2B

Abdulrahman - 1AMusammat - 1A

Hamza - 2A

Showcasing
our brilliant 

 minds ! 

Student Articles Grades 1AB & 2AB



Ward Hassoun   - 1A
 

Aliza Zubair - 2B Rawan Hamada - 2B

Arabic Articles 

Dina Khalifa- 1B

Adam Khafagy - 1A

Karma - 1B Aysel Amr - 2A

Arabic
Compositions
by our little

ones!

Grades 1AB & 2AB



Children's Day

Childhood is a blessing and the
most fun filled phase of life. On 18th
November 2022, students from KG

to Grade 7 were taken to the park on
this day to celebrate International

Children's day as one big family
with great festive fervour with a

special assembly by teachers with
enthusiasm and magnificence,

followed by a series of interesting
and exciting events, all planned
meticulously for complete fun -

filled day.



UAE National Day - Embracing Differences

Diverse cultures
coming together
sharing dreams  -

A mega
celebration on the

51st UAE Day,
"Embracing

Differences."



Excel star

Awards!

math wizard

From left Adrienne - 2B, Isha Sajin -
2B, Musammat Ayesha - 1A and

Afrah Nur - 1B 

Kids A - Z  English Super Spellers

From left Selim - 2A, Rokaia
Mohamed - 1A, Presley Nkhwazi -
1A, Zarwa Zawar - 1A and Amir Eid

- 1B

From left 1st row - Muhammad Amr - 1B,
Rokaia Mohamed - 1A, Aysha Sajid - 1A,

Hannah - 1B and Tala Shadi - 1B
 

2nd row - Paul Kaleb - 1B, Samantha - 1A,
Mihindi - 2B, Hala - 2B and Abdulah - 2B

 
3rd row - Sana - 2B, Nabah - 1B, Adrienne -
2B, Aarav - 2A, Hamza - 2A  and  Mansour -

2A

From left 1st row - Selim - 2B, Aarav - 2A,
Hamza - 2A, Ahmed - 2A and Isha Sajin - 2A 

 
2nd row - Malak Mohammed - 1A, Rokaia

Mohamed - 1A, Abdulrahman Ahmed - 1A,
Amir Eid - 1B, Rawan Hamada - 2A, Abbas

Esam - 1B, Elham - 2B and Malek - 2B
 
 



Nahla wa nahil arabic readingarabic Super Spellers

Open House

From left 1st row - Rawan Hamada - 2A,
Muhammad Amr - 1B, Rokaia Mohamed  -
1A, Aisha Wageh - 1A, Adam Khafagy - 1A, 
 Amir Eid - 1B, Noufal - 2B and Musammat

Ayesha - 1B
 

2nd row - Mustafa - 2A, Hamza - 2A,
Ahmed -2A, Selim - 2A, Elham - 2B and 

 Saif - 2B

From left 1st row - Muhammad Amr - 1B, Musammat
Ayesha - 1A, Rokaia Mohamed - 1A, Aisha Wageh - 1A,
Amir Eid - 1B, Adam Khafagy - 1A and Ward Hassoun

- 1A
 

 2nd row - Aliza - 2B, Saif - 2B, Tala Shadi -1B, Karma -
1B, Gilliane Acas  - 1B, Abbas Esam - 1B, Elham - 2B

and Zayed - 2B
 

3rd row -  Mansour - 2A, Selim - 2A, Ahmed - 2A,
Hamza - 2A, Aarav - 2A, Nouran - 2B, Rawan Hamada

- 2A, Mustafa - 2A, and Noufal - 2B



Staff Well - Being

During open house,
parents were given
ample time to meet
the teachers and were
much aware of the
strengths and needs
of their kids.

Team ethos
flourishes..

A moment defined to
recognize, praise and

create a positive
team culture.



Class Prefect 
Mataish Faheem - 1A

Asst. Prefect 
Abdullah Amin - 1A Karma Mohammed- 1B

Zargham Amad - 2A Yasmeen Sayed - 2A

Abbas Esam - 1B 

Elham Assani  - 2B Sana Ahmed - 2B

Class Prefect Asst. Prefect 

Class Prefect Asst. Prefect Class Prefect Asst. Prefect 

Meet our Perfect prefects!

Grades 1AB

Grades 2AB


